MÓDULO

INTERNAL REQUISITIONS

Would you like to control your internal requisitions in
real time?
Update and analyse all required documents on the exact
minute?
In certain business sector, internal requests are essential
operations for the development of activity. It is essential
to monitor in real time all carried internal requisitions,
required documents and having access to purchase
history.
Our answer: MOBILE ENTERPRISE

Mobile Enterprise – Internal Requisitions
integrated with ERP PRIMAVERA responds to
this challenge in a practical and secure way!
MOBILE ENTERPRISE consists in a mobility solution bringing benefits to
Enterprises, control and access to vital processes in the activity development.
Internal requisitions module integrated with ERP PRIMAVERA allows to
automate, organize and streamline all sales/purchases process.

SPECS / FEATURES
STATISTICAL
ANALYSIS

CONTROL
→ Online registration for internal
requisitions integrated with purchase
and internal documents;

→

Graphic analysis about the internal
requisition values evolution, daily,
monthly and total by type of article;

→ On-time email notification to those in
charge of the area about the internal
requisitions registration.

→

Analysis of pending internal
requisitions made by the applicants;

→

Consulting the total of internal
requisitions by documents or articles.

CASH
MANAGEMENT
→ Direct access to the purchase history
of warehouse/area in order to facilitate
the choice of products to request and
to verify cost evolution.

MOBILE
DEVICES
→

Possibility to perform internal
requisitions through a smartphone
or tablet allowing the possibility of
an instant printing of a proof for the
customer or to make a sale and print
the respective invoice.

Would you like to have an accessible service to
any mobile device and allows you to simplify the
management information?
We have the perfect internal requisitions
module for you!

ADVANTAGES

BENEFITS

UPDATE
→ Customer history continuously updated in

an automatic way;

→ Sending directly the information of internal

requisitions to the warehouse/area;

→ Minimization of errors and constant

updating.

SAVINGS
→

Cost optimization;

→

Effective control of all performed
internal requisitions in the company;

→

Increasing the productivity;

→

Greater management autonomy.

SECURITY

DIFFERENTIATING FEATURES
→ Registration of internal requisitions;
→ On-time email notification to those in

→

Better data security in case
of theft/loss of equipment.

charge of the area;

→ Graphical analysis about internal

requested values and total by product
type;

→ Analysis of pending internal requisitions;
→ Consulting the totals of purchases by

dates;

→ Dematerialisation of processes.

Improve the purchasing
process of your enterprise!
The module that streamlines the entire purchasing process
of goods and services. Intended for businesses, which perform
internal requisitions has a high importance in the operating
circuit of the enterprise.
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comercial@algardata.pt
www.algardata.com

www.mobile-enterprise.com
This is a Certified PRIMAVERA Product
PRIMAVERA Business Software Solutions attributes this status to vertical solutions developed by Technology Partners of PRIMAVERA BSS, based
on the PRIMAVERA horizontal management platform, provided that they comply a set of predefined requirements for this certification. Granting
the status of “Certificate PRIMAVERA Product” complies with several requirements, being assigned to solutions that stand out for their quality,
the level of integration with PRIMAVERA applications and the proximity to PRIMAVERA Management System. The overall visual consistency and
the sharing of common entities are some examples of this proximity.

